PART X
MAN'S RELATION TO MAN
CHAPTER XXVI
POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY
In all parts o£ the world geographical surroundings have a strong
influence on political conditions. This is equally true among primitive
people and among those most highly advanced. For example, in eastern
Persia the chief political idea of the primitive "Fowlers" who live on
birds and cattle in the vast swamps of Seistan is to evade paying taxes.
They do this easily because they live in a geographical environment
which favors nomadism. Being nomads, they can readily hide themselves
and their simple belongings among the tall reeds where the tax collector
cannot find them. The settled agricultural people on the open irrigated
lands not far away, on the contrary, look upon taxes as no less inevitable
than the seasons, for their environment furnishes no way of escape.
Among advanced people environment produces a similar political effect
when it causes the coastal sections of a country to vote for ship subsidies,
while the interior is strongly against them. Each of the* great elements of
geographical environment plays its part in causing political differences.
The size of a country, its location in respect to other countries, and the
land forms, water bodies, soil, minerals, climate, plants, and animals within
its limits or on its borders all influence the relations of one country to
another. They also cause some of the country's own people to want the
government to act in one way and some in another, thus creating politi-
cal differences.
Size as a Political Factor
Large countries and small countries each have advantages, but they
are different. Large countries, for example, are more likely than small
ones to maintain their independence. They are also more likely to be
self-sufficient, and to be able to supply their own needs in time of war as
well as peace. The United States has a greater variety and abundance
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